BALI FAST FORWARD
* Express VIP Airport Service*

Airport Meet and Greet Service:
This completely hassle-free, VIP service is offered for the
weary passenger on any airline company arriving or leaving
the International Airport, Ngurah Rai Denpasar Bali. Our Bali
Fast Forward meet and greet service takes away the stress
on arrival, as our guests no longer have to stand in
painstaking queues for Visa On Arrival (VOA), passport
control and Immigration
Procedure for Arrival:
Our friendly staff meet you in the arrival hall before the VOA counter with a sign with your name
and/or company logo. We then take your passport together with the money for purchase of the
Visa on Arrival ( US$25 for 30 days of stay) After your express check through, we take you to the
baggage collection area, where a porter is arranged for your baggage. Our staff will then
accompany you through customs to avoid any possible difficulties at customs house. Once
through, you will be taken to the driver for transport to your hotel COST RP275,000 OR USD$35 PER
PERSON………. DISCOUNT FOR GROUP BOOKINGS !
Procedure at Departure:
If not using our Driver, you need to arrive at the terminal at least 2hrs before the departure and
look for your name on a sign before the entry doors. We then take your passport, ticket and
Airport Tax- RP150,000 and proceed to the head of the queue to check in your baggage. We
then take you straight through customs control, registration and passport control, without the
need to queue. Finally we accompany you to the waiting room or VIP lounge (additional order).
The boarding is performed without assistance. COST RP275,000 OR USD$35 PER PERSON………..
DISCOUNT FOR GROUP BOOKINGS
Price Includes:
VIP “Visa on Arrival” Processing
VIP Immigration Clearance
Customs Declaration assistance (if any)
Luggage Handling
Mineral Water in the Car
Staff with sign board

Price Excludes:
Visa on Arrival ( US$25 for 30 days)
Overweight based on airline tariff regulation
Over carried Customs Goods
Airport Taxes
Passport and Visa Problems
Bookings E-mail: balifastforward@gmail.com

